
Capítulo 15: WBLM 
 
Vocabulario #1: Match definition to word. 

#2: ¿La ciudad o el campo? Fill in the blanks. Word bank. 

#3: Listening. Identify characteristics of hispanic vs. U.S. cities. 

#4: Gustos y preferencias. Listening. Identify who is speaking. 

#5: Listening. Associate definitions with car vocabulary. 

#6: Car vocabulary. Fill in the blanks. Word bank. 

#7: Write FORMAL Ud. commands with new verbs. (See review, p. 357) 

#8: Listening. Select true or false based on picture and what you hear. 

#9: Video clip. Identify problems with car. 

#10: Write directions with FORMAL commands. (See p. 357)  

#14: Listening. Match definition with word. 

Pronunciation    #11: Listen to cognates and complete missing letters in words.  

PAST PARTICIPLES: 

*As adjectives  

with ESTAR 

 

 

 

 

*As verbs  

with HABER 

(The Perfect 

Tenses) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

#12: Choose the correct form of the adjective according to the noun. 

#13: Write the past participle. Regular & Irregular. See p. 452.  

#15: Listening. Estar + past participle adjective. Match with picture.  

#16: Write sentences with estar + correct form of p. part. adjective. 

#17: Video clip. True-False + Writing: correct the false statements. 

#18: Based on #17. Write correct form of past participle adjective. 

#34: Write correct form of p. part. adjective.  Include definite article!  

#19: Complete chart with correct form of HABER (present, imperfect, or 

        subjunctive + past partciple of verb (See pp. 455-456; 459) 

#20: Fill in blanks with verbs in Present Perfect Indicative. 

#21: Listening. Associate haber conjugation with subject pronoun. 

#22: Write Present Subjunctive in 1st sentence & Present Perfect 

        Indicative in response.  You will need to use DOP & IOP.* 

#23: Complete with "que" + Present Perfect Subjunctive (See p. 456) 

#24: Write sentences in Present Perfect Indicative or Present Perfect  

         Subjunctive. (Look for subjunctive "triggers.") 

#25: Write verbs in Past Perfect Indicative (Imperfect forms of HABER.) 

#32: Review of Perfect Tenses. Same format as #19. 

#33: Transform sentences in the Present Perfect to the Past Perfect. 

#35: M/C. Choose verb: Indicative/Subjunctive in simple/perfect forms. 

#31: Review: Write past participles as both verbs & adjectives 

Un Poco de Todo #26: Complete cloze passage: vocabulary, adjectives, verb forms.  

#27: Listening. True-False + Writing: correct the false statements. 

#28: Video clip. Indicate which sentences describe the situation. 

#29: Complete sentences. Word bank. (Verbs need to be conjugated). 

Cultura #30: Map. Countries and cities (Argentina, Uruguay, etc.)  

*Use the “save and exit” feature to do a little at a time. (You will need to click "submit" to 

actually see the correct answers. See the file on the student blog which explains this.) 

*Be sure to “submit” before the due date! 

*Use the “check my work” feature to make sure you are on the right track. 

*Use the “ask your instructor question” feature to email your instructor questions if you do 

not understand why an answer is wrong. 

 
*DOP = Direct Object Pronouns:   me, te, lo, la, nos, os, los, las 

*IOP =  Indirect Object Pronouns:  me, te, le, nos, os, les 


